MORITZ’S ANTON REISER:
THE DISSONANT VOICE
OF PSYCHO—AUTOBIOGRAPHY
di D. STEVENS GARLICK

Anton Reiser (1785-1790), the best known work of Goethe’s

hypochondxic contemporary and somethne companion in Rome,
Karl Philipp Moritz (1756—1793), bears the subtitle ein psychologiscber Roman («3 psychological novel»). Whatever initial ﬁctional expectations this subtitle might elìcit in the reader, a glance
at the prefaces (Vorreden) of the four respective parts of the
work reveals that Moritz enters into and sustains a compact With
his readers' that identifies the work as a biography in the most
fundamental sense of that term, a “life—history” or “narrativeof-a-life". However, as primary generic indicator, the Subtitle
is as misleading as the title; neither the title: Anton Reiser not

the Subtitle: ein psychologischer Roman alerts the reader to expect
an authentic life-narrative. Only on the basis of the opening

statement in the preface to Part I can it be clear to the reader
that the generic designation, ein psychologischer Roman, Whatever else it might connote in the generic canon of late eighteenthcentury narrative prose, is thoroughly compatible with the wri-

ter’s historical-biographical emphasis 1. The posited compatibility
of the terms psychologixcber Roman and Biographie constitutes
the basis of Moritz’s ‘generic agreement’ With the reader, their
contra! du lecture.
‘ See PHILIPPE LEJEUNE, Autabiagmpby in tbe Third Person, trans. ANNETTE
and EDWARD Tu…, in «New Literary History», 9, no. 1 (1977), p. 27.
Lejeune uses two terms that I have appropriated for my argument: reading con—
tract [canna] da lecture] and autobiographieal pact [parte autobiograpbique].
2 KARL Pmuw Momn, Anton Reiser: ein psychologixcber Roman (17851790), München 1959 (rpm, p. 7: «Dieser psychologische Roman könnte auch
allenfalls eine Biographie genannt werden, weil die Beobachtungen größtenteils

aus dem wirklichen Leben genommen sind ».
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Having read the title, subtitle, and first preface but not the
text itself, the reader wonders momentarily: Is the name ”Anton
Reiser“ a pseudonym for another real person or indeed for the
author himself? Historical documentation and other extrìnsìc evidence strongly support the thesis that "Anton Reiser” is indeed

a pseudonym, a ‘fictional persona’ for Moritz himself 3. But it is
only the inttinsic evidence in the body of the text itself that can
reveal the underlying structure of Moritz’s autohiographical point
of view and thereby dispel the initial generic amhiguity. Specifically, it is an apparent logical anomaly, the dissonance of the
consistent coupling of the third—person pronoun er With verbs and
tenses referring to discrete acts of memory Which convinces the
reader that what is heralded in the opening preface as simply a

Biographie is really a “biography of oneself”, or what literary
convention commonly refers to as an autobiography. The following

recollection from Anton’s early childhood clearly illusttates this
phenomenon:
Aber von seinem zweiten und dritten Jahre an erinnert er sich auch der höﬂischen
Qualen, die ihm die Märchen seiner Mutter und seiner Base im Wachen und im

Schlafe machten: ‘

This and other similm- structural sign-posts occur with such
frequency and density in Anton Reiter, Part I, that the amended
reading contract of « an autobiography in the third person» is
continually renewed and reinforced. But, as Lejeune cautionss, with
3 The standard source of such extxinsic evidence is the comprehensive work
of HUGO EYBISCH, Anton Reiter. Unlerxuchungen zm Lebensgeschichte von K. Pb.
Moritz und zur Kritik seiner Aulabiagrapbie, “Probefahrten”, no. 14 (ed. A. Köster), Leipzig 1909. Eybisch’s title reflects the long prevalent view that Anton
Reiser was ‘obviously’ just an autobiography and therefore supposedly not :; literary
work of art md, accordingly, devoid of all aesthetic merit. See RUDOLF
,
‘Anton Reiser’ und die Entstehung des ‘Wilbelm Meixter’, in «Jahrbuch der
Goethe—Gesellschaft », H. 3 (1916), p. 123. This one—sided view has since been

widely discredited.

‘ Reiser, p. 31. Leieune refels to the gmmmatieal structure exempliﬁed here
as the «linkage of the linguistic subject with the autobiogmphiml subject» (LE—
)“BU'NE, op. cit., pp. 4647).

5 « [...] within the framework of an autobiography [...] the use of the third

person has ;: strikingly different function [different from its application in fiction]:
one reads the text from the petspective of the convention the text is violating.

Hence, the reader must be constantly mindful of the convention. If the entire
text is written in the third person, there remains only the title (or a pteface)
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the systematic use of the third person in autobiography there is
a unique vigilance and concentration required of the reader.
Apparently Moritz’s contemporary readers were not vigilant
enough, for he felt constrained to repeat his earlier parte autobiograpbique in the preface to Part II. In a forceful effort to party

criticism of Part I and to pre—empt misunderstandings With regard
to all subsequent installments of the text Moritz begins the pteface

to Part II with the following rhetorically charged Observation:
Um fernen: schiefen Urteilen, wie schon einige über dies Buch gefällt sind, vor—
zubeugen, sehe ich mich genötigt, zu erklären, daß dasjenige, was ich aus Ur-

sachen, die ich für leicht zu ernten hielt, einen psychologischen Roman genannt
habe, im eigentlichsteu Vetstande Biographie und zwar eine so wahre und getreue Darstellung eines Mensduenlebens bis auf seine kleinsten Nüancen ist, als

es vielleicht nur irgendeine geben kann ".

This reinforcement of Moritz’s generic contract with his
readers is calculated to dispel any Iingerings doubts about the
writer’s genetic point of view in this work. The generic “horizon
of expectations" is now emphatically clear. Whereas the life—story
of another ot beterobiography is designed to isolate, interpret, and
expose the countless strands of experience that comprise both the

factual detail and the “larger contours” of a human life, only the
autobiography, conceived and written from within, can elucidate

the innermost meaning of life, can interpret the manifold interre—
lated elements of experience in a coherent way. In other words
I alone am privy to the “hidden meaning” of my life and as I

write, if I write autobiographically, I am the only one Who can
signify my life to myself. I alone can perceive how it all hangs
together. Of course, the same applies for Moritz. From the point

of view of the reader‘s “horizon of expectations” Anton Reixer
is that generic anomaly, an autobiography in the third person.
This structural peculiarity, an unconventional “he” for a conven—
tional "I”, accounts for the duality or dissonance of the autobioto signa] an autobiomphial reading. And if the text is long, the reader risks

forgetting» (ibid., p. 38). In Anton Reiser not one but two prefaca, the first and
second taken together, signal this «autobiographical reading », but only in the
larger context of the linguistic structure of the intratextual memory acts themselves.
‘ Reiser, p. 107.
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graphical voice. I must now examine Moritz’s reasons for employing such an unconventional narrative stratagem.

The main part of this essay consists of three sections, each
addressing this structural anomaly from a different perspective:
1. a brief discussion of the autobiogtapher’s « act of self-referen—
ce » and its textual counterpart, namely, the autobiographical statement, as dual criteria for the establishment of a tri-partite typology of all possible autobiographical works; 2. the linguistic tension
between the first-person and third-person autobiographical statement, as demonstrated by textual analysis of a representative passage from Anton Reiser; and 3. a preliminary aesthetic evaluation
of this work on the basis of its thus defined generic identity.
'
By virtue of the phenomenological nature of the autobio—
graphical act of remembering from the past and writing in the
present there is always some degree of pressure on the conventional ﬁrst-person pronoun to « burst its referential boundaries »
and become a third-person pronoun. In his provocatìve essay, Tbe
Veto of the Imagination 7, Louis A. Renza addresses the perennial
issue of whether and, if so, how the autobiography differs fundamentally from « imaginative literature », specificaly that broad
genre referred to as prose fiction. Renza first posits what he calls
the autobiographer’s « split intentionality, the duality inherent in
personal memory acts ». He describes this duality, which he perceives as every genuine autobiographer’s fundamental writing di—
lemma, from the perspective of one who is immediately confronted
with the concrete task of remembering and writing:
Wauting to verbalìze past events, one ﬁnds that they appear against a prelinguistic
background, a gestalt of pasmess, which is at once absent from these signiﬁahle
events and in contrast with the “present” orientation of the discursive intention.
Moreover, written discourse exacerbates the phenomenological dilemma created by
the verbal recollection. More than speaking, writing is what “explodts that
darkness on which the memory draws" 5.

7 LOUIS A. RENZA, The Veto of the Imagination, in «New Literary History »,
9, no. 1 (Autumn 1977), pp. 1-26.
3 Ibid., pp. 6-7. Renza has taken the final phrase nf this crucial passage:

« explodes the darkness on which the memory draws » from Frank Fafka’s Diariex:
19104913.
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This ineluctable « phenomenological dilemma >> serves as the
basis for Renza’s definition of the autobiography as a « non—ima—

ginative » literary genre. He views the actively engaged autobio-

grapher’s « private pastness » as categorically discontinuous With
the contrary imperative of « presentifying » his discrete memory
acts in a coherent narrative structure With the purpose of rendering these private acts accessible to the public, his readers. The
implications of Renza’s thesis for the linguistic structure and, consequently, the « generic physiognomy » of Anton Reiser are clear:

And where spoken discourse minimizes this dismntinuity, the ambiguous anonymity
of the “I” in a written work radimlìzes it and raises the issue of transcendent
privacy, the pressure of sheet pastness, as imminently ìnvadìug the autobiographet’s
necessary acts of recoﬂection. Thus to acknowledge such a pressure and yet to
petsist in the autobiogmphical project, the autobiographer must come to terms
With a unique pronominal crux: how can he keep using the ﬁrst-person pronoun,
his sense of self-reference, without its becoming — since it becomes, in the course
of Writing, something other than strictly his own self-referential sign —— a de facto
third-person pronoun? 9

Provocative as Renza’s thesis is, he doesn’t pursue it beyond
this point. One is left to wonder whether the “I” merely appears
to transform itself into a “he" in autobiographical writing ot
whether it can explicitly do so Without compromising the “gen—

eric purity” of the autobiography. Although, strictly speaking,

Moritz has already given up his “I”, his pronominal « sense of

self-reference », even before he begins to write "', his << psychological novel » is autobiographìcal in structure throughout. Accord—

ingly, this work can be readìly accomodated within Renza’s tripartite generic spectrum of « mode of autohiographical state-

ment». The « split intentionality», (an explicit "I” in tension
with a latent or implied “he”) Which is inherent in all auto-

biographical projects can, according to Renza, be « mitigated » in

three basic ways ".

9 RMA, op, cit., p. 9.
1“ This, of course, emails an explicit subxtilulion, not a mere de facto Shift
from the ﬁrst—pexson to a thixd-person pronoun.
" Renn deﬁnes his typological spectrum of autobiographical forms as follows:
« [...] there are ways to mitigata this split. One can try to suppress the consciousness of pasmess; or one can “confess” it openly to oneself; or one can
even extol it and emphasize the narcissism proposed by the autobiogaphical act.
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Although Moritz surely did not intend to write his « me-

moirs » in the conventional sense of « an exhaustive account of
one’s public life », Anton Reiser clearly exempliﬁes Renza’s first

or « memoir >> mode of autobiographical statement. Both in the
consistent reference to a rather transparent third-person persona

and in the underlying linguistic structure of the narrative, based
as it is on the regular « re-orienting function » of each of the four
prefaces and intratextual didactìc interpolations, Moritz telies al-

most exclusively on the so—called « memoir » mode. He tends, in
Renza’s words « [...] to suppress his evocation of pastness by

surrendering to the presentifyìng or public currents of language
and literary convention, notably to the criteria of “self” they beat

as the matrices of the writer’s historical situation, thus governing
the way any contemporary might represent himself to others » “.
The following characteristics of the « memoir » mode of autobiographical writing, as set forth by Renza, are particularly germane
to Moritz’s enterprise as represented by Anton Reiser:
The memoir-pmne autobiographer uses language to dedﬂssify information about
his life; he uses language to apprehend his own life as an intersubiective phenomenon. Discourse proffers the impression that his life is tmnsparently accesible
to others—readers immediately invoked as he Wtites—and he accedes to this
impression in order to distract himself from the marginalia of pastness which his
autobiographical act intendonally sets in motion 13.

In keeping with the predomina… narrative conventions of
the late eighteenth century Moritz “invokes” his readers openly

in the four prefaces and occasionally within the body of the text

itself. His numerous didactic appeals, directed primarily at contemporary unenlightened parents and pedagogues of ill-treated
youngsters like Reiser, his call to join the cooperative practice of

“autopsychology”, as propagated for a decade through his Magazin

zur Erfabrungsseelen/eunde “, in short, his enu're Piedstically inspiIf a seIf-teferential privacy deﬁnes the autobiogmphical act as such to the writing

self, then how he deals with this self-privacy during the course of his writing
also determines the mode of autobiogmphical statement and the resultant ap-

pearance of the ‘form’» (RENA, op. cit., p. 10).

‘2 Ibid.
13 Ibid.

" Moritz’s « rallying cry» to his unfulﬁlled contempormics was intended as
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red program of human betterment through shared self-knowledge
is compatible With the intersubjective intentionality of autobio—
graphical writing in Renza’s « memoir » mode.
Anton Reiser exempliﬁes what one might call a ‘case study’

of self, an autobiographical type Whose successful tealization
demands the utmost objectification of the writing subject. As

Moritz regards self-knowledge to be the most enlightening and

morally practical knowledge, he also knows that the most valuable

‘case study’ of a life is best conceived and carried out from a
dual perspective that simultaneously assures an inner awareness of
the complexities of the life—pattem and the requisite measure of
‘ch'nical’ demchment. Thus the ideal autobiographical statement
in the service of such a case study oscillates precariously between
the horns of Louis Renza’s self—referential dilemma. Moritz is as
enmeshed in his own private pastness as is any other auto-

biographer, yet he is also Wholeheartedly and explicity committed
to share this private pastness With others for their benefit. His

is, accordingly, a pedagogically inspired intersubjective enterprise.

At the same time he knows instinctively that he must keep the
« first person of his private pastness » to himself. Presumably,

his rationale for substituting a “he” for an "I” is to permit his
readers to identify more readìly With a subject that is both authentic and typical at the same time. More important, the writer,

camouﬂaged from the beginning behind a symbolic pseudonym,
can dare to be more candid in his tirelessly probing self-revelations. For particularly paìnful recollectìons of a confined, oppressed childhood chronically blighted With unmitigated misery and
abuse would be even more embarrassing and maudlin—and therefore less credible to the reader—‚ if rendered in the conventional
first person. In short, this « pronominal displacement » becomes

indispensible to the programmatic kind of autopsychological analysis
that Moritz has undertaken in Anton Reiser.

The foregoing summary of Renza’s theory of the autobioa timely echo of the ancient Greeks “Delphic maxim”: I'Nﬂel ZAYTON (« Know

thyself ») which was Moritz’s own alternate title for his ten—year project, a journal

devoted to the promotion of enlightenmem through a repository of autobiographical
accounts entitled Magazin zur Effabrungneelen/eunde al: ein Lesebucb fiir Ge»

lebrle und Ungelebrle (Berlin 17834793).
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graphical act and its textual counterpart, the resultant autobiogtaphical statement, serves to provide a contemporary theoretical
basis for the analysis of Moritz’s djssonant voice in Anton Reiser.
I shall proceed to examine what narrative techniques Moritz em—
ploys in order to articulate his genuine autobiographical utterance

through the third person of his ﬁctitious alter—ego. I am indebted

especially to Philippe Lejeune for the critical concepts that
underlie this phase of my argument. In the study referred to at

the beginning of this essay ” Lejeune adduces What he regards as

structural transformations or « modulations », which, in his opin-

ion, distinguish a_n autobiography in the third person from one

in the ﬁrst person. For Lejeune every autobiographical utterance
contains a dual dimension, projects a “he” as well as an “I”. In
his theory the tension between these two dimensions varies from
text to text and in each instance determines the unique character
of the discourse. According to Lejeune, every autobiographical
‘act’ in the first person conceals a latent thirdperson counterpart
Which might « burst into the open » at any time. Conversely, as
long as the text is controlled by a firm autobiographical pact (pacte
autobiogmpbique) between writer and reader, the dominance of
the third—person pronoun can never completely extinguish the
<< pedal point » of the ﬁrst person. Thus Lejeune goes one step
further than Renza16 by actually describing the dynamic tension
between the first—person and third-person pronouns in autobiographical narration. According to Lejeune a so-called autobiography

in the third person merely employs the structural device of a
« figure of enunciation » ” Which the writer uses to « superimpose »

an explicit third—person over an implicit ﬁrst—pcrson pronoun.
Although the reader must be particularly vigilant, the xubxtmtum
of the ﬁxst—person discourse cannot be completely oblitetated, only
« mufﬂed » in varying degrees. The tension between the two
pronominal dimensions corresponds to the dissonance perceived

between the statement of the ever-present “I” and the « figure

of enunciation » of the “he”, whose audibility or « volume » is

always subject to the intention of the respective ‘enunciatot’ or
15 LEIEUNE, op. cit., pp. 1-3.

1“ RENZA, ap. cit., p. 6.

" Lamm, op. cit., p. 28.
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author. This tension and dissonance has significant aesthetic con-

notations which I shall consider in the conclusion of this essay.
The fundamental autobiographical intentionality of Anton
Reiser, which is grounded in the ineluctable laws of personal
discourse and reinforced by Moritz’s autobiographical pact With
his readers, is the basic structural “given”of this text. Since Lejeune uses al musical metaphor in deﬁneating this phenomenon,
I should like to follow suit by referring to the autobiographical

intentionality of Moritz’s “I” as the continuous « pedal point » “
of selfcreference that underlies every element of the text:
The author speaks about himself as if another were speaking about him or as if
he himself were speaking of another. This «: il concerns only the enunciation;
the statement is still subject to the strict and distinct rules of the autobiographical
contract. [...] This figure brings both telief and tension to the text. One feels

it—I feel it myself as I write—to be an unnatural ellipse of the enunciution, and
keeps expecting a relaxation of the ban on the use of the first person. [...] At
the very moment of writing, I mold my sentences by means of a sort of scouting
away and txansposition of personal discourse. I write myself by silencing myself,
or, more precisely, by putting the ‚rofl pedal [italics are mine] on myself. I would

only have to mise my foot to increase the volume ".

This «pedal point » of self—reference, Which is the structural
counterpart to the « soft pedal » of the dissonant enunciation,
although for long stretches scarcely audihle in the «harmonic
texture » of Anton Reiser, nevertheless exerts its cohesive, uni-

fying force over every element in the text.
According to Lejeune ”, the writer of an autobiography can

employ one of three discrete techniques to indicate to the reader
that the third person of the protagonist is just a « ﬁgure of en-

unciation » behind Which the author can recede. He may use:
“ Willi Apel deﬁne; this musical term as follows: « Pedal point or ‘pedal’

means a long-held note, normallym the bass, soundìng against changmg harmonies
in the other parts. From the harmonic point of view, the interesting feature of
the pedal point is that'n represents one of the most natural sources of dissonante,
inasmuch as the held note blends easily with every chordal combination », W. APEL,
Harvard Dictionary of Music, Cambridge (Mass.) 1964, p. 562. In Anton Reixer

the author’s «pedal point of self-referential intentionality» forms the continuous

substratum, the deepest layer of the narrative structure. I believe this fact accounts for the apmess of the analogy.
" Lamm, ap. cit., p… 29.
2° Ibid., pp. 33-34.
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1. a periphrasis to show that the third person Will fulfill the functions of the first, as in the stock phrase « he Who writes these

lines »; 2. a “he" having no explicit reference; and 3. the proper
name. Moritz consistently employs only the third technique. Despite
his repeated assurances in the prefaces about Anton Reiser being
the « truest life-story imaginable », etc., Moritz, With his title alone,

has at least put his readers on notice to expect some fictional
elements in the narration. Of course, the ineluctable laws of personal discourse categorically exclude the persona of Anton Reiser
from the true referential independence of a fictional hero. In Lejeune’s words: « [...] in ﬁction, one risks nothing; one can dis—
solve and recompose identity, allow oneself all points of view,
seize all means of expression. But the autobiographer is faced With
the constraints of a real situation and can neither renounce the
unity of his “I” nor escape its limitations. He can only pretend
to » ".

The full resonance of the ﬁctitious persona "he/Anton Reiser” is not perceived until a point well into the third part of the

four-part work. Just when the reader has become fully adjusted
to Moritz’s autobiographical pact, just when the former has become
accustomed to interpret Anton’s memory acts as Moritz’s own,
the figure of Anton Reiser ‘asserts’ his independence, as Moritz
increasingly « puts the soft pedal on himself ». Toward the end
of Part III Reiser’s intolerable feeling of ìmpotence and frustra-

tion amid the drab conﬁnes of his hated Hanover ﬁnally tempts
him to indulge a Iong-gestating scheme, namely, litterally to walk
away from the scenes of his wretched childhood. “Outfitted” With
ridiculously little money (one ducat), a blank notebook for his
journal, a useless “letter of reference” to a merchant in Bremen,

and a Latin translation of Homer’s Odytxey as his complete portable
library, Reiser precipitously jettisons his past and sets out in What

he envisions to be a carefree quest of his “romantic destiny” ”.
Toward the end of Part III Moritz informs his readers, not
21 Ibid., p. 33.

12 The preface to Amon Reiser, Part III, begins as follows: « Mit dem Schluß

dieses Teils heben sich Anton Reisers Wanderungen und mit ihnen der eigentliche

Komm seines Lebens an» (Reiser, p. 207). There exists considerable historical
and biographical evidence that Reiser’s first “extended journey” corresponds with
the beginning of a period in Moritz’s life characterized by intermittent wanderlust,
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without a tinge of irony, that from this moment on Reiser really
began to live up to the meaning of his [last] name ”.
An accumulation of this and other textual clues serves to
elucidate how Moritz manages, in Lejeune’s words, << the specific

reference of the third person ». Moritz’s cumulative sense of spatial
and existential conﬁnement becomes so overwhelming that it gradually shapes the contours of the objectiﬁed persona he, as autopsychological clinician, has chosen for himself. His chronic suscep—
tibility to the romantic allure of precipitous departures and selfindulgent meanderings, all just different modes of escape from the
intolerable butden of his own repressed self, is eventually com—
plemented by the equally ego-building urge to succeed instantly
in a theatrical career. Charactetistically, he ignores totally all sense
of a craft, of the need for professional preparation and seasoning.
Thus both undisciplined travel and a purely amateur approach to
the theater seem to offer Reiser the assurance of psychological
palingenesis, i.e„ the regeneration of self through a haphazard
series of “life-roles”. These two complementary romantic notions,
travel and theater, dominate the thematic content of the last third

of the novel ”. They also serve to invest the figure of Reiser With
symbolic dimensions that to this point in the text were only latent.
While Moritz, the writer, continues to intone, in Lejeune’s phrase,

his « autobiographical pedal point of self-reference », the reader
perceives that the author’s fictitious persona, Anton Reiser, is
increasingly independent of the author’s discursive control; in
other words, Moritz begins to silence himself, to “apply the soft
pedal". The periodic reaffirmation of the congruence of MoritzReiser personal memory acts, which characterizes roughly the ﬁrst
half of the book, is permitted to lapse, with the result that the

relationship between the writer and his text becomes more tenuous.

In Parts III and IV Reiser’s narrative-of—a-life thus appears to
a period which was to continue well beyond the time when Anton Reiser, :: narrative fragment, breaks off abrupﬂy in the here’s twentieth year (1776).

23 «Dies [die kurze Reise nach Bremen] war nun die erste sonderbare ro-

manhafte Reise, welche Anton Reiser tat, und von der Zeit fing er eigentlich an,

seinen Namen mit der Tat zu führen », Reiser, p. 290. See pp. 53, 56 and 60

below for a discussion of Anton Reiset’s « split persona ».

14 This final third of the novel commences with the « Bremen episode» at
the end of Part III and includes all of Part IV.
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unfold more independently of the writer’s didactic, utilitarian focus,

as the laws of personal discourse, similarly, appear to have been
compromised. But the appearance is not the reality.
In Parts III and IV the theme of “romantic travel” has maior

autobiographical significance for Moritz, because it resonates With
a series of unforgettable childhood experiences recalled and interpreted in Parts I and II. At the same time Reiser’s ever more
foolhardy wanderings have not only a personal but also a socio—
historical significance. The twin attractions of travel and theater
provide a potent antidote for the social Stagnation and restlessness
shared by many of Moritz’s gifted but frustrated middle-class contemporaries ”. But in the preface to Part IV Moritz reminds his
readers that Reiser’s chronic wanderlust and dilettantism represent
only one side of his dissonant, almost schizophrenic nature:
[...] das Theater als die eigentliche Phantasiewelt sollte ihm also ein Zuﬂuchtsort
gegen alle diese Widerwärtigkeiten und Bedrückungen sein. — Hier allein glaubte
er freier atmen zu können und sich gleichsam ìn sehem Elemente zu beﬁnden.
Und doch hatte er hiebei ciu gewisses Gefühl von den reelen Dingen in der Welt,
die ihn umgaben, und worauf er auch ungern Vmidn tun wollte, da er doch
einmal so gut Wie die anderen Menschen leben und Dasein fühlte [...] “.

Thus the two components of Moritz’s third—person persona
stand in a dissonant relation to one another. Whereas the sur—

name “Reiser” signiﬁes the peripatetic, theatrical, generally fantasyintoxicated side of Motitz’s personality, his given name “Anton”

denotes a bourgeois sedentariness and complacency With the status quo ”. Indeed, upon close analysis the entire structure of
5 See Reiser, pp. 315, 328, and 409. The east of these passages, being the
most revealing, beats quoting in full: «Der Brief von Philipp Reisem war auch
interessante: als der vorhergehende; denn er enthielt die Nachricht, daß verschiede—
ne von Reisers Mtschülem, welche mit ihm zugleich in Hannover Komödie gespielt
hatten, seinem Beispiele gefolgt und auch zum Teil heimlich {angegangen wären,

um sich dem Theater zu widmen ».

25 Reiser, p. 335.
27 Schrimpf, in his often cited essay (HANS JOACHIM Sa-mmrr, Moritz:

Anton Reiser, ìn Der deutsche Roman vom Barock zur Gegenwart, Vol. I, Düssel—
dorf 1963, p. 98) suggests two historical models for the name “Anton". While it

is true that Schrimpf’s reference to «der heilige Antonius» would imply a namesake for “Anton” that is less directly at odds with the other side of the split
persona, “Reiser”, than I have assumed for the ordinary ‘bourgeois’ name “Anton”,
nevertheless the ascetic, tedusive life of a monk such as Antonius, even though
he may have ﬂcd his homeland, is hardly the most \mstable of existences. Yet
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Anton Reiser can be fairly viewed in terms of a fundamental con—
tradictoriness or dissonance inherent in and symbolized hy Moritz’s chosen persona. Beginning with the very first generic clue,
the title of the work, the writer projects into all strata of the
narrative a schizophrenic objectification of himself that is best

denoted as “Anton vs. Reiser”. The hero’s final extrication from
the oppressive but cozily familiar conﬁnes of Hanover and the
sharply increased incidence of conventional ‘novelistic’ events and
encounters in the last third of the text exacerbate this inner
contradiction. It is as if Reiser, the adventurous, unstable side of

the writer’s split persona, had finally liberated himself from his
sedentary, Withdrawn counterpart, Anton. Viewed in this light the

ultimate catastrophe in Leipzig 18 of the here’s extended theatrical
misadventure is, in retrospect, already prepared and “foteordained”
in the ever-Widening schism between “Anton" and “Reiser”. In
Philippe Lejeune’s terms the bi—partite « reference of the third
person », this highly original « figure of an enunciation », Anton
Reiser, takes the reader to the threshold of a « fictive fiction ».

This term is not really an absurd tautology, since in Anton Reiter
a conventional ‘novelistic’ hero is not only actually feigned Within
a text that is predicated on an autobiographical pact between writer

and reader but is also presented in a dissonant relationship to the
uninterrupted « pedal point » of the wtiter’s self—referential first
person. Thus the voice of the writer, Karl Philipp Moritz, his

own first-person discourse, does not reach the reader directly but
is instead intentionally and artfully “mufﬂed” or “filtered” through
a third—petson « figure of enunciation », his split persona, Anton

vs. Reiser. Of the various techniques of « modulation » between
the first-person and third—petson autobiography, as observed by
Antani…“ has features which could account for either the “Anton” ur the “Reiser”
component of Moritz’s ﬁctitious alter ego. However, Schrimpf’s reference to a
sevmteenthcentury Hamburg theologim by the name of Anton Reiser suggests
a more clear-cut inﬂuence. If this historical figure Anton Reiser engsged ìn
polemics against the theater, as Schrimpf claims, he personiﬁes a conservative
attimde with which the scher, responsible “Anton” side of Moritz’s Anton Reiser

would be more inclined to agree.
" Reiser, p. 436. The theatrical troupe Which Reiser joins toward the end

of the novel is deﬁauded by its own director who has gone ahead «: Leipzig,
sold all the costumes, and absconded with the proceeds. Reiser, his cohorts, and
the reader are all left hanging with Moritz's ﬁnal sentence: «Die Speichsche
Truppe war also nun eine zerstreuete Herde ».
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Lejeune, I believe the following one best describes Moritz’s enterprise.
Tmnsposìng “I think that”, “I remember”, or many other expressions into the
third person comes down to transforming an aspect of enunciati… into a simple
reported statement, an account, in free inditect style, undemken by a new narrator
who has placed himself between the ﬁrst narrato: and ourselves. The autobiographer
is authenticating his own discourse instead of assumìng it directly; he takes : step

down and, in fact, divides himself into a double nanator. One has the feeling he

is talking to us in a simultaueous translation. Even if he does not add a single
word, he creates a mufﬂing md distancing effect 29.

In order to test the applicability of Lejeune’s theory of the
«double nartator» I will subject one of the purest autobio—
graphical passages to a close analysis. In Anton Reiser one finds
between fifteen and twenty passages of explicit recollection, passages in Which one would expect an “I" instead of a “he”. These
passages are grouped in different « thematic clusters >>. Each of
these clusters relates back to a single autobiographically significant
«unity of experience » (Erlebniseinbeit)? The notion of the
Erlebnixeinbeit means simply that a given series of personal ex—
periences may be similar enough to resonate in unison in the
recollecting psyche, such that the real temporal consecutiveness of
the experiences appears suspended or imperative to the autobiographer as he remembers and writes “. The following passage
from Anton Reiser presentiﬁes a past delight explicitly associated
with an intellectual achievement or breakthrough. There are several
29 LEJEUNE, op… cil.Y p. 35.
3“ The concept Erlebnixeinbeit was coined by Wilhelm Dilthey, who used
it extensively in his writings. For Dilthey this concept underlies Lhc possibility of
an ìndividual’s retlecting on his life and interpreting to himself how the multifarious
data of lived experience yield « clear and understandable pattern. See JÜRGEN ]A—
cons, Wilhelm Meister und seine Brüder: Untersuchungen zurn deutschen Bildungxraman, München 1972, p. 17: «Dilthey zufolge ist die Selbstbiographie der
wichtigste Ausdruck der beenshenneneutik, denn sie macht am klarsten sichtbar,

welcher Sinn im menschlichen Lebensvollzug ieweils gesucht und gefunden wird ».

31 In more concrete terms the concept Erlebniseinbeit can be described as follows: If one returns m :: familiar environment after even a lengthy absence, the
intervening interval of time appear: to have vanishedv It is as if one had never
left those familiar surroundings. In any life the series of such ‘resonating’ ex»
perieuces is at least theoretically Open-ended. In their mutually resonam tomlity
all such similar experiences seem to form an indissolvable “unit of experience” or

Erlebnireinbeit to the recollecting subject.
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other such passages that resonate “along” this same Erlebnixeinbeit,
as Moritz recalls his earliest years: « Mit innigem Vergnügen erinnert er sich noch itzt an die lebhafte Freude, die er damals genoß,
als er zuerst einige Zeilen, bei denen er sich etwas denken konnte,
durch vieles Buchstabieren mit Mühe herausbrachte >> 32. To the
extent that we hear two voices here, a kind of « narrative duet

with one’s self », Lejeune’s theory does help us to comprehend
the passage. Moritz’s still vivid recollection of one of the intellectual milestones in any life, the moment one first learns to read,
is introduced in the present tense of personal discourse. The sense
of joyful immediacy to the writing author is conveyed by the

adverbial phrase « noch itzt ». This is a simple act of autobiographical recollection suffused with the recollecting writet’s intense consciousness of, in Renza’s term, a « private pastness ».

But the sudden Shift Within the same sentence from present to
past tense, from « erinnert er sich noch itzt » to << die er damals

genoß », represents in my view more than just the autobiographical
narrator’s presentiﬁcation of & past experience, more than just
bridging the gap between the ‘then’ of experiencing and the ‘now’
of writing. It also represents a subtle erosion of the thinly disguised
autobiographical “I”; the utterance now shifts from the intensely
personal and confessional mode to one of intersubjective intentionality. Thus in the course of one and the same sentence a
secretly cherished, intensely private joy is “released”, as it were,

into the “public domain”. There is the slightest hint of Renza’s
« memoir » mode in this modulation of the enunciation ”. To put
it another way, the use of the third person sets the memory free

to a greater extent than possible With the conventional first person.
To be sure, the pedal point of personal discourse is sustained
undemeath and the autobiographical pact with the reader remains
in force. But the effect of « distancing », of « mufﬂing » the
discourse in the interest of intersubjective sharabih'ty, which is,

after all, also mandated by the autopsychological—didactic contract
with the reader, is simultaneously projected over the sustained
52 Keira, p. 15.
33 RENZA, ap. cit., pp. 67, for a dîsqxssion of Renza's « memoix» mode of

autobiographical recollecticn and writing.
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pedal point. For Moritz has constructed a « double narrato: », a
narrator With a dissonant voice.
It is important to consider that the ‘double-voiced' effect,
what Lejeune aptly calls « simultaneous translation», does not
create another narrative point of view. Instead, it “strains” the

first-person autobiographical voice through a kind of “filter”. In
doing so it both dampens the innermost private autobiographical
voice and adapts it to the intersubjective purpose of djdactic
generalization. Through this subtle technique the utterances of
the writing subject become accessible to the reader, while the
subject himself becomes the object of (se].f-referential) psychological
dissection. And the entire enterprise becomes therefore an “object
lesson” on how not to raise or treat a hypersensitive, hypochondric
child in the squalid lower middle—class milieu of eighteenth—century
Hanover.

After Reiser has finally broken free of the locus of his
miserable past, Hanover, we detect a new measure of refreshing

elasticity in his identity. He fancies himseIf—in tum— as an
actor, a monastic tecluse, a day—laborer, a joumeyman artisan—

whatever life-role momentarily best seems to compensate for his

previous existential impoverishment. “Reiser” appears to have left
“Anton” permanently behind, to have jettisoned the pretense of
bourgeois academic respectability and stability. But as Moritz con-

tinues to sound the albeit faintet pedal point of self-teference, he
reminds the reader that “Reiser” is categorieally incapahle of
severing all ties to “Anton’s” past, of drinking the « dtaught of
eternal forgetfulness » (Letbetrun/e). The reality of “Anton’s” past
in Hanover, both as the scene of his “growing into the world”
and as the autohiographical focal point where the split persona
of Anton vs. Reiser remains rooted in a single consciousness, can

be repressed for long periods but it cannot be annihilated Without
bringing about his own extinction “. Extending Leieune’s musical

analogy one step further: Through an increased elasticity of pet3‘ For long periods of time Reiser is able to repress his past in Hanover,
but occasionally his past as "Anton” reassetts itself as an integral part of his
consciousness of his own individualiry, of the phenomenological indivisibility of

“Anton” and “Reiser": «Unmerklich aber schlich sich denn doch ein Gedanke

mit unter, der sein gegenwärtigä Dasein, damit es nicht ganz zum Traume würde,
wieder am das vorige knüpfte » (Reiser, p. 340).
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sonal identity, that is, through the ironic display of a kaleidoscope

of romantic posturings, Moritz permits “Reiser” to modulate
through a series of ever more remote key signatures. But the pedal

point of self—reference is sustained in the bome key, the so—called
tonic. Thus narrative dissonance is generated simultaneously on
two levels: 1. between the continuous personal discourse of the
writer, Karl Philipp Moritz, never more than a personal pronoun
away from his third—person autopsychological objectification, An-

ton Reiser, and his novelistic split persona itself and 2. between
“Anton”, Who is discarded and consigned to the ugly past, and
“Reiser”, who sets out in search of an open—ended series of

theatrical rebirths. This bi»level dissonance accounts for the fact
that the last third of the book is often judged to be more complex
and therefore more appealing to the reader. Thus the superimposition of one mode of narrative dissonance on another creates an
added dimensiou of aesthetic interest. In my view Moritz’s major

creative achievement in Anton Reiser consists in the fact that in
the process of transmission and reception between writer and
reader these two modes of narrative dissonance cancel each other
out, as it were, and issue in a consonance. Another element which

enhances this feeling of consonance is that a temporary albeit il—

lusory brightening of Reiser’s prospects for self—fulfillment is accompanied by an aesthetjcally suitable brightening in narrative
tone. Yet the murky « seIf-refetential pedal point » of Anton
Reiser’s ìnescapable identity with Karl Philipp Moritz, as postulated
in the prefaces and periodically reafﬁrmed in the text itself, drones
on til the final crisis in Leipzig. It gradually ampliﬁes the curse

of an ill-fated, mishapen identity from which there can be no
earthly escape.
In summary, Moritz’s relationship to his text is characterized by two complementary concepts: structural dissonance and
generic dissonance. First, we register the basic duality between
Moritz’s anguished private utterance, and his publicly shared autopsychological case study. Expressed in Louis Renza’s terms, we
register the tension between Moritz’s professed commitment to
the public currents of intersuhjective presentiﬁcation and the incessant phenomenological pressure of his «private pastness »,

which can never be fully shared through words. This structural
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duality underlies the split intentionality between Moritz’s ‘writet

I’, as he writes, and ‘written I’, Which progressively eludes his

gtasp. In Anton Reiter this split is so great that the self—referemjal
‘written I’ cannot even begin to contain its latent third-person
component, which bursts into the open and determines the ‘novelistic’ title of the work even before the act of autohiographical
writing has begun.
Secondly, the reader is at first uncertain about the precise terms
writer’s contrat du lecture With him. This uncertainty arises
the
of
from the initially conflicting generic expectations created by Moritz’s title and subtitle: Anton Reiser: ein psychologischer Roman,
on the one hand, and the explicit ‘generally biographical’ signals
emitted in the first and, especially, the second preface of the
work”. It is curious indeed that Moritz twice insists on the biographical authenticity of his book without risking the final explicit
step of actually referring to it as an autobiography (Autobiographie
or Selbslbiagrapbie)‚ The final refined generic contract With the

reader remains implicit, based on logica] signals, as it were, embed.

ded within the pronoun and tense structure of the text itself.
Moritz must have sensed that such an explicit announcement of
the autobiographical nature of his work might have compromised
both the didactic value of the intersubjectivity affotded by the
use of the third person and the privacy of an intensely personal
anguish that must have haunted him even as he assumed the narrative stance of the objective, dispassionate psychological clinician.
Thirdly, a certain degree of Stylistic dissonance can be perceived toward the end of Part III in the author’s shift from the
preponderance of « interpretive compression », a common mode of
autobiographical writing, to a more scenic, graphic, ‘novelistic’
representation of his experiences, a style in which « narrated time »
(erzählte Zeit) more closely approximates the time which the act
of narration itself requires (Erzäblzeit). This stylistic dissonance
is especially strident while the two modes overlap, since the use
of « interpretive compression » is overshadowed in Parts III and
IV without, however, disappearing altogether. This Stylistic shift,
35 Compare Reiser, p. 7 (and above, p. 41, note 2) with Reiser, p. 107 (and
above, p. 43, quotation and note 6).
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Which is not Offset at the end by a ‘symmetrical’ return to the
original interpretive, autobiographical—didactic mode, accounts for
the truncated, fragmentary structure of the work as a whole 3°. On
a smaller scale, in the course of Reiser’s desperate meanderings

between the disillusionment of Gotha and the short—Iived bourgeois
Stability of Erfurt the pulverization of his theatrical identity into
a random kaleidoscope of romanticized life-roles complements the
fragmentariness in the overall narrative structure of the work.
Of course, the shift to a more graphic, scenic mode of re—
presentation characterizes only one structural level, while at a

deeper level Moritz simply permits his «self—referential pedal
point » to continue running on its own momentum. This guar-

antees the underlying generic uniformity of a « feignea' third.
person biographical narrative » that is in a consonant relationship
to the implicit, textually grounded autobiographical understanding

between writer and reader.
Summarizing the phenomenon of dissonance in Anton Reiser:
The « simultaneous translation » of Moritz’s double narrator cre-

ates an effect of structural dissonance. The dissonant or ‘doubled’
narrative voice corresponds to a generic ambiguity between the
author’s twice expressed explicit commitment to a biography, or
third-person narrative, and his implicit phenomenological ‘impris«
onment’ in a ﬁrst—person life—story, his own autobiography. This
generic dissonance is reflected, ìn turn, in the incongruity of an
original explicit biographies] commi de lecture and an amended

implicit autobiographical one, the historical analogue of which,
ironically, is the original subtitle, ein pxycbologiscber Roman “.

In effect Moritz resolves his generic dilemma by filtering his
private first-person discourse through the « distancing » mechanism of an assumed third—person perspective. The fundamental
35 The fragmentzry structure of Amon Reiser would not Surprise Renza, who
suggests that all autobiographical projects are ipm [acta fragment… or incomplete:
«We might conceive of autobiographical writing as an endless prelude: :: beginning without a middle (the realm of fiction), or without an end (the realm of
history); a purely fragmentary, incomplete literary project, unable to be more than
an arbitrary document », Raum, ap. cit., p. 22.
37 Sec below, p. 60 and note 39, for 11 more detailed discussion of the
historical resonance of Moritz’s subtitle, «ein psychologischer Roman », which

ge .defended and retained in the face of strong public criticism to Pm I of Anton
mtr.
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dissonance remains but is therehy controlled and “reshaped” in
such a way that it enhances rather than detracts from the aesthetic
unity of the work.
The « self-referential pedal point » that controls the narrative
structure of Anton Reiser at the deepest level and its analogue,
the implicit autobiographìcal pact With the reader 3", render the
split persona of “Anton” vs. “Reiser” reducible to a one—time individual consciousness with a unique identity, that of the real
historical personage, Karl Philipp Moritz. In my view Moritz suc-

ceeds in this remarkable enterprise because he does justice both
to the historical and a—historical dimensions of narrative prose:

to both the nascent tradition of the “psychological novel” in
eighteenth—century German letters” and to the universal and
timeless inherent claim of both ‘real’ and ‘ﬁctitious’ elements

in all life-narratives, whether written or unwritten. Moreover,

Moritz’s intimate knowledge of the labyrinthine structure of the
psyche, especially his own, enables him to perceive that amid
even the most prosaic data of our everyday lives all human beings
nutture in the hidden recesses of the soul a “laten't novel” in
our [written or unwritten] life—stories. For each of us the quintessential feature of this latent “autohiographical novel”, or, perhaps

more accurately, “novelesque autobiography” is the ineluctable

dissonance between what, like Karl Philipp Moritz and his “Anton"
we malterably are and what, like “Reiser", we would really like

to be in our most cherished ]jfe—sustaim'ng fantasies.

33 This unspoken autobiogtaphical pact does not call for an outright departure
from the explicit “generally biographical” pact made in the ﬁrst two prefaces
but only an amendment or, more precisely, a relinement of that original explicit
pact. Autobiography is, after al], just a special subform of the broader genre of
biography or “narrativeof-a-life”. See the opening discussion of this problem on

p. 41 above.
” The outstanding precursor of this emerging prose form in Germany, the

“psychological novel”, was Wieland’s Agatban (1767). Based largely on his enthusiasm for this work, CF. von Blanckenhurg articulated his theory of the “good
novel” he considered contemporary German writers capable uf. In this work,

Vermcb über den Roman (1774) Blanckenburg demanded psychological authenticity

and acuity as well as the detailed (lückenlos) representation of the reciprocal
causality of “external events” and psychological states. In his further insistence

that the “good novelist” concentrate on the thorough, psydlologically motivated

representation of a single life, Blanckenburg anticipates if not directly inﬂuences
the genesis of Moritz’s psychologischer Roman. Blanckenburg's theory also il-

luminates the close generic aﬁinity in eighteenth—cenmry letters of the recently
emancipated Autobiography and the good, i.e.‚ psychologically motivated novel.

